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Abstract
We present an abstract interpretation framework for a subset of Java (without concurrency). The
framework uses a structural abstract domain whose concretization function is parameterized on a
relation between abstract and concrete locations. When structurally incomptatible objects may
be referred to by the same variable at a given program point, structural information is discarded
and replaced by an approximated information about the objects (our presentation concentrates
on type information). Plain structural information allows precise intra-procedural analysis but is
quickly lost when returning from a method call. To overcome this limitation, relational structural
information is introduced, which enables a precise inter-procedural analysis without resorting to
inlining.
The paper contains an overview of the work. We describe parts of the standard and abstract
semantics; then, we brieﬂy explain the ﬁxpoint algorithms used by our implementation; lastly, we
provide experimental results for small programs.
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Introduction
There is a broad range of applications for the static analysis of Java. However,
a major issue is the correctness of the analysis itself, especially when it is used
in optimizing compilers. But, designing an analysis and proving its correctness
is often tedious and error-prone. It is therefore reasonable attempting to design
a ‘generic framework’ easily adaptable to perform various kinds of analyses in
order to minimize the correctness proof eﬀort. Our work is a contribution to
such a ‘generic framework’: We deﬁne and implement a Java code analyser
based on the abstract interpretation methodology [8,9,10].
We limit our analysis to a (partly arbitrary) subset of the language. This
subset is, on the one hand, representative enough of the main Java features
and, on the other hand, suﬃciently small to be completely dealt with in a
ﬁrst approach. Concurrency is the main Java feature that we eliminate. This
aspect is very important but rather ‘orthogonal’ to the object-oriented aspects.
We also assume the availability of the complete source code, ignoring, at the
moment, the problem of dynamic class loading (see e.g. [17]).
We apply the abstract interpretation methodology as follows: We deﬁne a
straightforward standard semantics, abstract domains and an abstract seman-
tics on those domains, which correctly approximates the standard semantics.
We ﬁnally use a post-ﬁxpoint algorithm to compute a (relevant part of) the
abstract semantics.
Our abstract domains contain structural information and closely resemble
to the standard domain (consisting of an environment and a store). Abstract
locations may be annotated with various kind of information, making the
framework generic. Structure sharing at the abstract level can be interpreted
in several diﬀerent ways, at the standard level, giving rise to three variants of
the abstract domains 3 .
The result of an analysis is a table of abstract input/output states describ-
ing method and constructor calls that can potentially arise during an actual
standard execution. Such a table is similar to (and allows one to easily build)
a (precise) call graph [12,26] for the whole program.
This paper presents an overview 4 of the work and is composed of ﬁve
main sections. Section 1 provides a brief overview of the standard semantics.
Section 2 describes the abstract domains. Section 3 sketches the abstract
semantics deﬁnition. Section 4 details the results of the analysis for small
programs. Section 5 discusses the related work.
3 A preliminary presentation of the abstract domains appeared in [20].
4 All technical deﬁnitions can be found in [19].
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abstract class T{ abstract void inc();}
class IntT extends T {
int cont;
IntT(int v) {cont=v;}
void inc() { cont = cont + 1; }
}
class CoupleT extends T {
T v1;T v2;
CoupleT(T p1, T p2) {
v1 = p1; v2 = p2;
}
void inc(){
v1.inc(); v2.inc();
}
}
class CoupleInt extends CoupleT {
CoupleInt(int i, int j) {
super(new IntT(i), new IntT(j));
}
}
class TList {
T val; TList next;
TList() {}
TList(T v, TList tail) {
val=v; next=tail; }
void permut()
{
TList tmp = next;
next = tmp.next;
tmp.next = next.next;
next.next = tmp;
}
void add(T v) {
TList aux = new TList(v,next);
next = aux;
}
}
class Main {
void main()
{
TList l = new TList();
l.add(new IntT(1));
l.add(new IntT(3));
TList one = l.next;
TList two = l.next.next;
l.swap();
l.next.val = new CoupleInt(1,2);
one.val.inc(); two.val.inc();
}
}
Fig. 1. The Swap program: the running example of the paper
1 Target language and standard (ﬁxpoint) semantics
We focus on a restricted subset of Java that contains the main object oriented
features of the language such as inheritance and virtual method calls. To be
manageable in a ﬁrst approach, our sublanguage includes a limited number of
basic types and control statements. We believe that most of those limitations
are only syntactic. However, there are some major restrictions: we do not
treat concurrency and currently perform a whole program analysis. We also
do not address native methods nor reﬂection issues. (Figure 1 depicts a small
program of the target subset.)
Quite usually, we do not directly analyze the source code and work with an
intermediate representation, which is a ‘three-address’ and ‘stackless’ repre-
sentation of the Java bytecode. In this representation, which we call LAS , ex-
pressions are simpliﬁed (they do not contain method nor constructor calls) and
typed and all default rules are explicitly translated. The Java-LAS compiler
introduces the necessary internal variables and veriﬁes the type-checking rules.
The semantics of a program maps each block identiﬁer, i.e., each method
or constructor signature, to the corresponding store transformation. More
formally, the semantics of a program   is the least ﬁxpoint of the transfor-
mation τ [[ ]] of the set of block environments
 nvB = 	→ (× o → × o +× o ×al),
induced by the declarations of the methods and constructors of  . The set
o is introduced to deal with a simple input-output device and the set of local
stores, , which we call standard domain, is deﬁned by the equations
ase = calar + {null,nonInit}, al = ase + oc,
nst = 
× (ield → al), ield = 
× 
	,
 nv = 	 → al , tore = oc → nst ,=  nv × tore.
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Roughly, a local store is composed of an environment and a store. The en-
vironment maps each local identiﬁer (variable or parameter) to its value and
the store each location (address instance) to an instance. Figure 2 provides
an example of local store.
d1 =(e, s), e = {(this, 0), (tmp, 1)},
s ={(0, (TList, f0)),(1, (TList, f1)),(2, (TList, f2)),(3, (IntT, f3)), (4, (Int, f4))}
f0 ={((TList, next), 2), ((TList, val),null)},
f1 ={((TList, next),null), ((TList, val), 3)}
f2 ={((TList, next), 1), ((TList, val), 4)}
f3 ={((IntT, cont), int 1)}, f4 ={((IntT, cont), int 3)}
Fig. 2. An element of  , corresponding to the method TList.swap(), and its graphical represen-
tation
2 Abstract domains
We use several abstract domains, i.e several abstractions for the set  . All
those domains are structural ones: they keep a partial view of the heap struc-
ture. When a variable or ﬁeld may concretely denote values with diﬀerent
types, an abstract type is introduced in the abstract graph. Those abstract
types belong to a parameter abstract domain, which may express various kinds
of information (although we currently mainly focus on type information).
Those considerations lead to an abstract domain,  , that looks very sim-
ilar to the standard one. Its structure is deﬁnedby the equations
al  =  \ {⊥}+ oc, nst  =  × (ield → al ),
nv  =  → al , tore = oc → nst ,  = nv  × tore + {⊥},
where the set  denotes the parameter abstract domain.
The semantics of   is speciﬁed by the means of a concretization function,
which relies on the existence of a structural morphism between the standard
local store and the abstract local store. We actually propose three variants of
this concretization function based on diﬀerent requirements for the underlying
morphism. Those variants lead to three abstract domains that diﬀer by the
information they can express about the sharing of instances.
(i) In the Exact Domain, the structural information is exact (as long as
the structure is kept). This domain is the most precise to abstract a
single element of the standard domain but it loses most of the structural
information when abstracting elements with diﬀerent instance sharing.
(ii) In the Distinctness Domain, we can express distinction between instances
but not sure sharing.
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(iii) The Sharing Domain is in some sense the ‘dual’ of the Distinctness Do-
main. In this last domain, we are able to express sure sharing of instances
but not distinctness of instances.
Abstract local store d1 Abstract local store d

2
Fig. 3. Examples of abstract local states
Figure 3 depicts two elements of variants of the abstract domain that both
abstract the local store of Figure 2. In the case of d1, the parameter domain
only provides type information: tmp.next is null or denotes any instance of
type TList and we know nothing about the value of tmp.next.next. In the
Exact Domain, this denotes a structure starting with at least three distinct
cells and the variable tmp points out the third cell of this structure. In the
Distinctness Domain, this also denotes a ‘list’ with at least three distinct
cells but we do not know if tmp points out the third cell of this list or a cell
distinct from the ﬁrst cells. In the Sharing Domain, cells 2 and 1 can stand
for the same concrete cells but we are sure that tmp and next.next share.
The parameter domain used by d2 is more sophisticated. It notably contains
a reachability component which supplies information about all the reachable
values: tmp.next is null or denotes an instance of TList that is distinct from
the other instances of the graph, all instances that are reachable from the ﬁeld
tmp.next are either of type TList or of type IntT, moreover, they are distinct
from the instances represented by the ﬁrst abstract instance.
3 Abstract semantics
The abstract semantics of a program   is a post-ﬁxpoint of a transformation
of the set of abstract block environments
 nvB  = 	→ ( →  + ×al ).
The deﬁnition of this transformation relies on an abstract local transition func-
tion
[[.]] : 
 →  nvB  → × → ℘(×),
which expresses the semantics of each statement within a supposed abstract
block environment. For intra-procedural analysis, the deﬁnition of this func-
tion roughly corresponds to the design of abstract operations on .
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For inter-procedural analysis, a straight use of the abstract domains leads
to the loss of most structural information when returning from a call because
of the lack of relational information between abstract states. Let us illustrate
this problem with a simple example: We want to execute the call l.swap(),
within the method Main.main() of Figure 1, in the abstract local store d1 of
Figure 4. Besides, the abstract block environment maps the corresponding
entry d0 to the local store d

0 itself. Actually, the provided information is only
a shape information and we do not know, for instance, if location 9 of d0
denotes the same location at the beginning and at the end of the call. It can
actually represent location 7 or 9 of d1 or any new location created during the
call. So, we get after the call situation d2 in which the structures of one and
two are completely lost.
To overcome this problem, we introduce relational information between
the starting and ending states of a call by duplicating the parameters and
ﬁelds. When starting a call, we make a copy of all ﬁelds values. Those copies
cannot concretely be modiﬁed during the call. Thus, when returning from the
call, we can perform a kind of uniﬁcation between the values before the call
and the values of the copies after the call. Figure 5 illustrates this idea by
revisiting the example of Figure 4.
d

1: before the call l.swap() d

0: input/output in the block
environment
d

2: after the call
Fig. 4. Return of a call without relational information (in the Exact Domain)
4 Abstract semantics computation
To compute the abstract semantics, we use, at the inter-procedural level,
the generic post-ﬁxpoint algorithm proposed in [14] combined, at the intra-
procedural level, with classical monovariant or polyvariant algorithms. The
inter-procedural algorithm builds a table of abstract input/output states for
all methods and constructors that are potentially executed. This table is a
partial description of the abstract semantics, driven by the analysis of an
initial call.
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Before the call l.swap() Input in the block environment
Output of the block environment After the call
Fig. 5. Return of a call with relational information (in the Exact Domain)
5 Results
Our implementation provides a graphical interface to navigate through the
partial table produced by the post-ﬁxpoint algorithm. It also allows us to
visualize the abstract states at each program point. We present parts of these
graphical results 5 for two small programs: the ﬁrst one in a cast veriﬁcation
optic and the second one as a case of program specialization.
The class Stack of Figure 6 implements generic stacks. The methods
of the class Job simulate, in a simpliﬁed context, a classical way of ma-
nipulating generic data structures in Java. The method Job.treatInt()
applies the method Int.inc() to all the objects stored on a stack. This
method assuming that all stored objects are instances of Int. The method
Job.memorizeInt() builds a stack satisfying the hypothesis, whereas the
method Job.memorize() builds a stack that may also contain instances of
CoupleInt. We address the problem of validate (or invalidate) the cast within
the method Job.treatInt() in diﬀerent contexts of execution.
We ﬁrst consider the analysis of the method Main.main1(). Snapshot 1 of
Figure 7 shows the only entry in the table for the method Job.treatInt().
The input situation depicts the stack built by the method Job.memorizeInt()
and the output describes, as expected, an empty stack. Snapshot 2 depicts
the abstract store immediately before the cast check within the statement v
= (Int) var.pop(). We can derive from the value mapped to the internal
5 The results supplied in this section were obtained with variants of the analyser that
exploit relational information and use the Exact Domain. The parameter domain includes
a reachability component.
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abstract class Object { }
class Int extends Object{
int cont;
Int(int v) { cont=v; }
void inc() { cont=cont+1; }
}
class Couple extends Object{
Object p1; Object p2;
Couple(Object v1, Object v2){
p1=v1; p2=v2;
}
}
class CoupleInt extends Couple{
CoupleInt(int i, int j){
super(new Int(i),new Int(j));
}
}
class Stack {
Object val; Stack next;
void push(Object v){
Stack aux = new Stack();
aux.val = v;
aux.next = next;
next = aux;
}
Object pop(){
Object res = next.val;
next = next.next;
return res;
}
}
class Job {
Stack var;
Job(Stack s) { var=s; }
void treatInt(){
if (!(var.next == null)) {
Int v = (Int) var.pop();
v.inc();
treatInt();
}
}
void memorizeInt(){
int n = IO.read();
if (n == 0){
n = IO.read();
var.push(new Int(n));
memorizeInt();
}
}
void memorize(){
int n = IO.read();
if (n == 0){
n = IO.read();
var.push(new Int(n));
memorize();
}
else {
n = IO.read();
var.push(new CoupleInt(n,n));
memorize();
}
}
}
class Main {
void main1(){
Stack s = new Stack();
Job j = new Job(s);
j.memorizeInt();
j.treatInt();
}
void main3(){
Stack s = new Stack();
Job j = new Job(s);
j.memorize();
j.treatInt();
}
}
Fig. 6. The Stack program
variable #0, which denotes the value returned by the call var.pop(), that
the cast is certainly valid. Nevertheless, the analysis is not globally optimal
since the analyser will produce an alarm of possible null-referencing for the
call v.inc(), although such an error will concretely never occur. This comes
from the ‘basic form’ of the transitive component (for a stack of an arbitrary
depth, the analysis of the pop method cannot assert that the returned value
is not null). The result becomes optimal for a stack of deﬁned depth.
Let us now consider the analysis of the method Main.main3(). Snapshot
3 depicts the abstract store just before the cast check within the statement
v = (Int) var.pop(). This time, the value mapped to the internal variable
#0 does not permit to validate the cast, since it can represent an instance of
Int or an instance of CoupleInt. A warning can then be raised.
The class List of Figure 8 implements reading and writing of homoge-
neous generic lists (on a simple input-output device implemented by the class
IO). It has several extensions: IntList implements lists of integers, L2List
lists of lists (and IntL2List lists of lists of integers), StarList Lisp-like
lists (and IntStarList Lisp-like lists with basic integer values). We may
attempt, in an optimization goal, to specialize the methods List.readList()
and List.writeList() for the concrete classes IntList, IntL2List and
IntStarList. To achieve this goal, we notably need precise type informa-
tion about the target of the calls l.getCell() (within List.readList())
and p.writeCell() (within List.writeList()).
We just discuss the specialization of both methods for lists of lists of in-
tegers. In the other cases, the results are optimal. Snapshot 1 of Figure 9
provides a graphical view of the abstract semantics computed for readList
(when analysing the method List.main()). Snapshot 2 depicts the local state
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Snapshot 1: method table for Job.treatInt() (for the Main.main1() program)
Snapshot 2:
detail of Job.treatInt()
(for the Main.main1() pro-
gram)
Snapshot 3:
detail of Job.treatInt()
(for the Main.main3() pro-
gram)
Fig. 7. Snapshots for the Stack program
abstract class List {
List next;
abstract List newCell();
abstract void getCell();
abstract void writeCell();
List newCell(List tail){
List l = newCell();
l.next = tail; return l;
}
List readList(){
List l = newCell(null);
int n = IO.read(); int i = 1;
while (i<= n){
l.getCell();
List p = newCell(l);
l=p; i = i+1;
}
return l;
}
void writeList(){
List p = next;
while (!(p==null)){
p.writeCell(); p = p.next;
}
}
void main() {
List l=new IntList().readList();
l.writeList();
l=new IntL2List().readList();
l.writeList();
l=new IntStarList().readList();
l.writeList();
}
}
class IntList extends List {
int info;
List newCell(){ return new IntList(); }
void getCell(){info=IO.read();}
void writeCell(){IO.write(info);}
}
abstract class L2List extends List{
List info;
void getCell(){info = info.readList(); }
void writeCell(){info.writeList(); }
}
abstract class StarList extends List{
List elem;
boolean isList(){
int n = IO.read(); return n == 0;
}
abstract void getInfo();
abstract void writeInfo();
void getCell() {
if (isList()) {elem = readList(); }
else { getInfo(); }
}
void writeCell(){
if (elem == null){ writeInfo(); }
else { elem.writeList(); }
}
}
public class IntL2List extends L2List {
List newCell(){
IntL2List l = new IntL2List();
l.info = new IntList(); return l;
}
}
public class IntStarList extends StarList{
int info;
void getInfo() { info = IO.read(); }
List newCell() {
return new IntStarList();
}
void writeInfo() { IO.write(info); }
}
Fig. 8. The ListBle program
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Snapshot 1: entries in the method environment for readList()
Snapshot 2: detail of the analysis
of readList() for lists of lists of integers
Snapshot 3: detail of the analysis
of getCell() for lists of lists of integers
Fig. 9. Snapshots for the ListBle program
before the call l.getCell() within the method readList for this entry. In
this situation, the type of l is exact. Thus, the dynamic call can be replaced
by a static one and, further, inlined. Snapshot 3 details the analysis for the
entry in the method environment for this call. Again, the type of this.info
is exactly known and the call can be made static and inlined. So, we have
derived enough type information to obtain a completely specialized method
(with two nested loops).
There is a single case where the results are not totally optimal: For the call
p.writeCell() within the method writeList, we are only able to derive that
p is either of type IntList or IntL2List. This result could be improved on
with minor modiﬁcations of the abstract domain. For instance, we could use
an improved version of the Distinctness Domain that would allow OR-Nodes
to deal with the null value.
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6 Related work
The work that we have presented in this paper faithfully follows the abstract
interpretation methodology [9,8,10], which we believe adequate to master the
complexity of designing a correct and generic framework for a large object
oriented language such as Java. More speciﬁcally, we reuse several ideas that
have proven successful in the design of GAIA, a generic system for the static
analysis of Prolog [15]. The GAIA system, which was originally inspired by [3],
is parameterized on an abstract domain (abstracting sets of substitutions) and
it has been instantiated to many diﬀerent abstract domains. Our structural
abstract domains are related to the domain Pattern [18,15] and to the para-
metric domain Pat(R), which generalizes Pattern by allowing one to enhance
any abstract domain R with a structural component [6,7].
There are two major diﬀerences between our work and GAIA: Java is an
imperative language with destructive updating and it is object-oriented. To
deal with dynamic dispatch, we determine which methods can actually be
executed and we abstractly execute all of them. The biggest diﬃculty is de-
structive updating notably because it makes inter-procedural analysis much
more diﬃcult: In logic programming, data structures existing before a predi-
cate call cannot be destructively modiﬁed; they can only be more instantiated.
Thus, the return of a call can be implemented by an (abstract) uniﬁcation of
the result of the call with the abstract state before the call (i.e., a backward
uniﬁcation). In imperative programming, data structures that are ‘passed’ to
a call may be completely modiﬁed or replaced by other new structures built
during the call. Nevertheless, our solution to this problem is also inspired
by logic programming: Adding relational information, we explicitly introduce
parts of the data structures that are equals by deﬁnition (i.e., the values of
the ﬁelds before the call are equal to the values of their copies after the call);
so the ﬁelds can be ‘uniﬁed’ with their copies to get a precise picture of the
global situation after the return of the call.
In the ﬁeld of object oriented programming, many ‘concrete’ type infer-
ence algorithms have been designed to replace virtual method calls by static
ones, and, more generally, to specialize object-oriented programs (see, e.g.,
[1,4,12,16,23,26]). The emphasis is on obtaining the best tradeoﬀ between
speed and precision of the analyses. Since none of the cited work uses struc-
tural information, they a priori are less precise than ours. Further work is
needed to see whether our approach is applicable to large Java programs. We
foresee that widening operations will allow us to achieve virtually any desirable
tradeoﬀ although choosing the right widening operations is not trivial.
Our proposal also has similarities with pointer analysis but our struc-
tural domains have not been designed to achieve an eﬃcient points-to anal-
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ysis [2,24,25] or a precise shape analysis [5,11,13,22,21]. They are primarily
designed to make any analysis (e.g., a type analysis) equally precise with or
without resorting to (a reasonable form of) inlining. We have veriﬁed that
this works on several examples such as our Swap program. Furthermore, it
is possible to integrate various forms of pointer analysis to our structural
domains on the basis of the abstract locations. There are two possible ap-
proaches to improve our structural domains for pointer analysis. Either we
extend the structural domain themselves to make them comparable to shape
analysis domains such as [5,11,13,22] or we construct a product domain sim-
ilar to Pat(R) [6,7] by making the shape analysis work on abstract locations
instead of program variables.
Conclusion and future work
We have presented an abstract interpretation framework for a subset of Java.
This framework uses structural abstract domains, which makes it possible to
extend the framework with additional analyses, and it provides a precise treat-
ment of inter-procedural analysis, through the use of relational information.
We see this framework as a ﬁrst step towards a completely satisfactory ab-
stract interpretation framework for Java. The needed improvements include
addressing the complete Java language, further parameterizing the abstract
domains, and dealing with incomplete source code. The contribution of this
work is thus to provide the semantic basis for a complete system since many
improvements will amount to add new but similar deﬁnitions and to tune the
abstract domains and the algorithms.
In the near future, we plan to work along two main lines. On the one
hand, we will investigate variants of the structural abstract domains to ﬁnd the
most interesting tradeoﬀs between precision and eﬃciency of the analyses, in
diﬀerent situations (e.g., optimization versus veriﬁcation). On the other hand,
we will extend the framework to the complete Java language (still without
concurrency but with provision to analyze incomplete code).
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